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To The BMC Series Editorial Production Team

I’d like to thank the editor and reviewers of the ‘BMC Cancer’ for accepting our article (MS: 9106295183936401). I have made some corrections and clarifications in the manuscript after going over your comments. The changes are summarized below.

1. “Each affiliation should be written in full, in the following format…”
   **Corrections:** We changed our article, as suggested.

2. “Please remove the text ‘Title’ from the title page”
   **Corrections:** We deleted ‘title’ on the title page, as suggested.

3. “Please remove all highlighting and tracking from the manuscript”
   **Corrections:** We changed our article, as suggested.

4. “Please ensure all mention of figures is consistent (it should be Figure or Fig but not a mixture of both)”
   **Corrections:** We changed all mention of figures to be consistent, as suggested (Figure).

I hope the revised manuscript will better meet the requirements of the ‘BMC Cancer’ for publication.

Sincerely yours,

Shin Jung, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor